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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
Subscriptions
Members are reminded that all subscriptions are due on 1st May. We would be most grateful
if you would help our hardworking membership secretary by sending her your subscription
promptly. The rates are:
Ordinary member
Husband and wife
Pensioner
Pensioner: Husband and wife
Junior (under 18)
Corporate member

£5.00
£6.00
£2.00
£3.00
£2.00
£8.00

If you do not already do so, please consider paying your subscription by standing order. If
you are a tax payer, you can substantially increase the value of your subscription at no
extra cost to yourself by taking out a covenant. Forms for standing orders and covenants
can be obtained from the membership secretary (address below)
Please send your subscription to:
Mrs Mary Wilson
55 Sutton House Road
HULL
HU8 0NJ
“Humber Keels and Keelmen”
We are very happy to be able to inform members that this long awaited book by our
Commodore, Captain Fred Schofield, will be published by Terence Dalton Ltd on 31st May.
There has never been a detailed and definitive book on the Humber Keel. The gap has now
been filled, and few people could have expected that it would be such an authoritative and
comprehensive account. Fred Schofield has written at first hand, so that the accuracy and
authenticity of his story is assured. He has described not only the ships and the men and
women who worked them, but also the waterways, from Sheffield to the sea, on which they
sailed and the many cargoes which they carried. The book has 304 pages of fascinating
detail. Moreover, it is profusely illustrated with almost 200 photographs, maps and
drawings, the latter by Edward Paget-Tomlinson who has depicted the intricacies of both
construction and rig, with further drawings by Cedric Lodge.
The book will be available from booksellers, but the publishers are allowing the Society to
market it also, and thus to gain the bookseller’s profit. The author has kindly agreed to
inscribe copies sold by the Society. The price is £19.95, which is not excessive for a
hardback book of this quality, and we shall need to add £1.25 for postage and packing.
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Please send your order to our Sales Officer:
Mrs F Harrison
137 Waterside Road
BARTON-ON-HUMBER
DN18 5BA
Arrangements are currently in hand for a launch of the book to take place aboard
COMRADE, possibly in Albert Dock, on 31st May.
Mr Malcolm Strachan
Ever since the formation of the original Society in 1970, we have enjoyed the services as
Auditor of Mr Malcolm M Strachan. A senior partner in the nationally known firm of Hodgson
Impey, Mr Strachan is one of the leaders in his field, we have been exceptionally fortunate
to have had the benefit of his wisdom and experience in guiding our affairs. Assisted by his
colleagues at Hodgson Impey, Mr Strachan has acted for us each year at no extra cost to
the Society, and we are very much in his debt. Mr Strachan has now retired, and the
Council has expressed its warm appreciation of his service to us. He has accepted our
invitation to become an Honorary Life Member of the Society, and he is looking forward to
the opportunity of doing more sailing in the coming season.
Mr Colin Palmer, of Hodgson Impey, has agreed to take over as Auditor, and we are most
grateful to him and to the firm.
Annual General Meeting
The AGM was duly held at the Hope and Anchor, South Ferriby, on 20th February. The
Report and Accounts were approved, and a copy is included with this issue of ‘The Slabline’.
After the meeting, we were richly entertained once again by Alf Wedgwood, who talked of
the fishing vessels of Robin Hood’s Bay.
Society Dinner
The Dinner, held on 23rd March at the Hesslewood Hall Hotel, Hull, attracted 64 members
and guests. The occasion was very much enjoyed, and most people commented favourably
on the quality and value of the food. The most memorable feature of the evening was a
superb one man entertainment by Patrick Purvis, whose repertoire of shanties and other
salty songs and anecdotes, along with virtuoso performances on the penny whistle and the
melodeon, was quite staggering and inspired many of us to join in.
Barton Clay Pits Project
Local members may have heard of this project, but may not be aware of what it offers.
Based at the Old Boathouse close to Barton Haven, the Project administers the Country
Park based on the flooded Clay Pits. As well as looking after the pits themselves, which
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form an extensive nature reserve, the Project has opened a Heritage Centre in the
Boathouse, and has organised an exceptionally interesting and imaginative series of events
and guided walks between April and September, beginning with a visit to AMY HOWSON at
Barton on Easter Monday. Details of the season’s programme can be obtained by sending a
stamped addressed envelope to the Project at:
The Old Boathouse
Waterside Road
Barton-on-Humber
DN18 5BA
Cover Picture
The original photograph was given to the Society by the Holgate family, as reported in an
earlier issue of ‘Slabline’.

LIVING MUSEUM OF RIVER HERITAGE
The River Humber is well over a mile wide where it passes some 100 feet below the
Humber Bridge, and the immense span seems even bigger when viewed from the deck of
the 61½ foot Humber Sloop AMY HOWSON, one of the few remaining sailing barges on the
river.
But sizes are relative, and AMY HOWSON herself seems large when she squeezes through
the lock to her berth in South Ferriby Sluice. Her cargo hold seems vast when twelve
passengers and five crew disperse about the deck during a sail.
The AMY HOWSON and her sister ship the rectangular-sailed Keel COMRADE are owned and
sailed by the Humber Keel and Sloop Preservation Society. A charity, the Society were
formed in 1970 to restore and preserve both Humber sailing craft and related skills and
traditions. AMY HOWSON was purchased by the Society in 1976. Built in 1904 in Beverley
and rigged as a Sloop with foresail and gaff mainsail in 1906, she was bought by W H
Barraclough of Barton and renamed after one of his daughters. She sailed locally with
various cargoes including oil seed and chemicals, one of a large fleet with brown sails and
colourful paintwork.
Up to 1926, one of the highlights of Barton summers was the annual regatta: fifteen to
twenty sloops and keels would set off from a starting line in front of what is now the Old
Boathouse. In alternate years their circuit would take them around Read’s Island or out to
Spurn, returning with the tide and with many conflicting opinions as to which was fastest!
Meanwhile those waiting ashore would enjoy field and water sports in what is now the
Bridge Viewing Area.
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At present AMY HOWSON and COMRADE can be chartered by groups of up to twelve for
day trips, from Ferriby up or downriver and back. It’s a most peaceful experience, listening
to the waves slap against the hull, observing the patterns of the wind on the water. The
crew are pleasant and knowledgeable, the machinery above decks efficient and
comprehensible, and the diesel below dependable. And if the boat seems small passing
under the Bridge, one’s sense of the past grows as the experience of the bargemen is
sampled and recalled.
The Society relies entirely on voluntary help and donations to maintain and sail their craft;
members are also available to give talks and slide shows. An AGM will be held on 20th
February 1988, at 2.30 p.m. at the Hope and Anchor public house, South Ferriby, and
prospective members are welcome. For additional information please contact Mr D
Robinson, Secretary, Humber Keel and Sloop Preservation Society, 135 Waterside Road,
Barton-upon-Humber.
Reprinted from ‘Waterside’ newsletter issue two of the Barton Claypits Country
Park Project Autumn 1987.

Out member Mr Arthur Atkinson of Immingham has contributed the following short articles
on ‘Building the Training Walls’ and ‘Trent Sand’:
BUILDING THE TRAINING WALLS
The Ouse improvement scheme took 13 years to build, most of the stone being loaded at
the two ‘cliff staithes’ at Ferriby. This job was done entirely with sloops and they were ideal
for the task. They took the bottom when loading about two hours after high water,
otherwise always afloat. They floated in good time to arrive at the discharge point in one
tide. The wall was well marked with some stout posts which are still in position.
Several gangs of men earned good money on piecework. A steel plate was fastened from
the coaming down to the gunnel and the large stones were handled with special tools called
‘clams’. A hundred tons could be discharged in little over four hours.
G D Holmes of Goole had the contract for the chalk. A few of the sloop names QUIT, RUTH,
ADAMANT, ALERT, CLIFFORD, VALIANT, ELLEN come to mind. Chalk had to be protected
from frost because it shattered, so had to be covered with slag which was loaded in
Winteringham Haven. This was done by Edgar Dawson and his father Fred. They had two
sloops, SWINEFLEET and DINAH, so it would seem to be a pretty straightforward job.
A more interesting job was repairing the Humber banks. This could only be done during the
better weather. Fifty tons would be loaded; then the ship would proceed to wherever stone
was required. I have discharged on both sides of the river. A good knowledge of various
places was necessary, as at some spots the highest spring tides were needed. So! Sail down
below discharge point to land on the tide, moor with anchor (so as to be able to heave off)
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kedge and lines ashore. When aground a road was rigged with trestles and flanks and cargo
was wheeled ashore with a one wheeled barrow! This was no job for a weakling. This would
take about five hours. Prior to 1953 when a heavy gale did considerable damage to the
banks all maintenance was done by sloops. After there was so much damage done that
sloops could not cope with so much work. Roads were built all along the banks and the
work was done by lorry. So ended another job done by sloops.

TRENT SAND
Sloops in this trade loaded the sand in the following manner. A gang consisting of three
men would come to certain places where sand was to be loaded, in this case it was May or
Mere Dyke, about two miles up river from Burton Stather where we anchored. A wire was
led aft from the anchor to keep her in a sheer. The ganger owned a ‘bag’. This consisted of
a leather bag which was riveted on to a metal spoon hallowed out. This was connected to a
wooden shaft. The sail was made up on the gaff and the boom was hoisted up the mast
and a system of blocks led a wire to the fore winch. Three men hove the bag up when it
had been filled. One handle was extra long so two men could stand side by side on one
side. The skipper worked the shaft and put a bit of weight on it to help it to fill. A stage was
rigged on deck level with the coaming top and the mate would stand on it and pull the bag
on and tip it into the hold. The bag had a strap on the bottom so it could be turned upside
down. When the bag was on the bottom a cry “steady on the bottom” would be heard. The
loading carried on only on the ebb. When a good heap of sand was in the hold the mate in
between ‘bags’ would jump in the hold and throw some sand off side to stop getting too
much list. When the sand was good to get, it would take two ebbs and a half to load.
Loading would stop for a short while to have a snack, otherwise it was all go.
When the flood tide started, work ceased, we then had a good feed, pumped all the water
out and had a nap. On rare occasions a salmon would show and we would have a go at
catching it. Sometimes we succeeded!
Somewhere about this time there was a lot of building going on in Hull. George Holmes of
Goole got two grab dredgers and could load a sloop in three or four hours. So in the name
of progress another particular trade came to an end.
On one trip when tacking up the Trent the laceline on the gaff started to come adrift. I
made a resolve to put things right. I climbed up the hoops and then swarmed up the raft
and made a rough repair and hung on while the old girl stayed. The skipper of said sloop
which was called ACTIVE was Arthur Winship who is still about and living in Barton.
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RIVER CARNIVAL AT HEMPHOLME
HULL BOATING CLUB’S GALA
The River Hull at Hempholme Top Lock presented a festive scene during the weekend at
the first annual water carnival of the River Hull Boating Club, a new organisation which has
commenced active operations under promising auspices.
The weather for an outdoor attraction of this kind is a great factor, and the Committee in
this respect were fortunate as with the exception of a summer shower on Saturday, the
weather was all that would be desired. The picturesque riverbanks and the river wore a
festive air. There were about 70 boats taking part, and many of these were decorated with
flags.
The boats assembled at Top Lock on Saturday, and most had arrived by the evening when
there was a concert in a marquee. A good many artistes had volunteered their services. The
items on Saturday night included violin solos by Mr Bartram, which were much enjoyed, as
well as songs by Miss Moulds, Mrs Andrews and Mr Wilson.
The celebrated Hull Bridge quartet party – a clever combination well known on the River
Hull – gave great assistance with the harmony, and the Hon Secretary, Mr Marcus Andrews,
was to the fore with his banjo. Mr Eric Andrews also played pianoforte solos.
Sunday was spent in a quiet manner. Judging for the best decorated and smartest boat
took place, and the President, Mr W E Camplin, had no easy task in awarding the four
prizes, as in some cases, the decorations were exceedingly tasteful. The first prize was
awarded to the SOMERVILLE, a boat belonging to Mr W Eggett. The second prize was given
to the LASSIE, belonging to Mr Mandries, and the third to Mr Brooks for VERA. The VicePresident (Mr W Runton) presented the first prize, a silver rose bowl.
On the Sunday evening, there was another successful concert in the marquee, which was
attended by a large number of local people.
Monday was the chief day for festivities. A start was made at 11 a.m. with the 50 yards
swimming competition, and event followed event throughout the day. The programme
included swimming 25 yards, 50 yards, and 100 yards, running 100 yards, 220 yards and
440 yards, 80 yards for members 50 years of age and over, 40 and 80 yards egg and spoon
races for ladies, tugs of war, rowing from Scarfe Dyke home, sculling, sailing and towing.
SOME FINE RACES
There were about 1,000 spectators, with an influx of many visitors from Hull, Driffield, and
other districts. The event that appeared to excite the most interest was the sailing races
which took place on a stretch of the River Hull about a mile from Top Lock Swing Bridge.
The surroundings are just now quite impressive, and the racing proved most amusing to the
spectators who lined the bank. At the start there was a steady beam wind blowing. There
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were one or two difficult configurations to compass, and some of the boats got bunched
together in an awkward way. The first boat home was the ARLINE, owned by Mr T Holtby,
of Driffield, who upon the handicapping was awarded first prize, which consisted of a box of
compasses, presented by the Commodore, Mr J Bartlett.
The tug-of-war was a most exciting event. After strenuous work the Driffield team
succeeded in carrying off first honours. There were numerous entries in the swimming
events. The first prize in the 100 yards race was a silver-mounted oak biscuit box,
presented by Mr Camplin, and it was won by Mr Brooks, a well-known member of the
Driffield section of the club. The ladies’ race provided much amusement, and the winner
was Mrs Camplin, wife of the President. After falling down, Mrs Camplin pluckily pulled
herself together again, and won the race by several yards. This evidently was a most
popular win, for the spectators heartily applauded. Another popular winner was in the race
for members over 50 years of age, which was won by Mr George Bristow, another popular
figure on the river. Mr Bristow won by a good head.
After the conclusion of the sports, in an interval, the prizes to the winners were presented
by Mrs Camplin, and this was followed by another capital concert, which last until 10 p.m.
when thanks were warmly accorded the artistes, and the National Anthem was sung,
bringing to an end, what everybody present regarded as ‘a perfect day’.
For the convenience of visitors Mr Camplin arranged for a large motor rulley, fixed with
seats, to meet trains at Hutton Cranswick, and to drive them to the Lock, which is six miles
distant, and part of the distance was across country. In the evening, the NER allowed the
express train from Scarborough to stop at Hutton Cranswick, and pick up the passengers.
The Committee responsible for the arrangements, and also the various officials concerned
are to be congratulated upon the success of their efforts.
The President of the club is Mr W E Camplin; the Vice-Presidents, Mr R Poppleton, Mr W
Runton and Mr R A Thomson; the Commodore, Mr J Bartlett; the Vice-Commodores, Mr J
Standaloft and MR F Owbridge; the Hon Secretary, Mr Marcus Andrews; the Treasurer, Mr J
Poppleton; and the Committee, Mssrs H L Brooks, R P Lancaster, E L Cleary, A Bailey, H
Cammidge, T Rednor, W Gillibrand, S Crawley, W Eggett and F Smith.
2nd AUGUST 1920
ON THE RIVER
Relative to the information in this column last week concerning the River Hull Boating Club,
I am indebted to the Hon Secretary, Mr Marcus Andrews, for further interesting particulars.
The club, now in its second year, has become quite a feature of the River. The membership
numbers one hundred and fifty, and includes all that is best on the river, both in personnel
and property. Type and general equipment of the boats flying the club’s burgee (a blue
triangle with a white border, with the initials R H B C in white in the centre) have
considerably improved during the period which has elapsed since the war. The club’s work,
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with its avowed object of sociability, cannot be overestimated. The feeling of good
fellowship so manifest at all the mooring stations, is fostered so that weekends in the boats
have become an institution. The President, Mr W E Camplin, is an ardent devotee, and with
his steam yacht, EDITH, is frequently seen up and down the stretches. In a very
unostentatious manner he does much for the success of the R H B C.
A RIVER CARNIVAL
The great event of the year is the annual carnival held during August Bank Holiday
weekend. That of last year, which took place at Hempholme Lock, was such a success that
the same venue was decided upon for 1921. Arrangements are already in hand for this
important local fixture. Hon Secretary, Mr M Andrews, and his assistant, Mr T E Moore, have
the assistance of a strong subcommittee for carrying out the business. Much has been
done, as an anticipated attendance of a thousand or more visitors has to be provided for.
Over 700 visitors were present last year, when the boatmen made no special effort to
advertise the carnival, number one being in the nature of an experiment. This year,
however, with greater publicity, an increased attendance is expected. The chief items of
interest will be water sports, including swimming, sailing races for different classes of boats,
towing races, and various novelties of an aquatic nature. In addition, there are to be field
sports, including various open events, and a competition for the smartest and best
equipped houseboat at he carnival. These will all be decided on August Bank Holiday.
During in the evenings, on Saturday, Sunday and Monday, concerts and other
entertainments will be held in a large marquee specially erected for the purpose. The
musical arrangements will be under the direction of Mr M Andrews, and will be of a similar
character to those of last year. No charge is to be made to any of the above mentioned
attractions, the club arranging the carnival purely for the pleasure of members and their
friends, together with the residents of the district. As was the case last year, the funds
necessary to carry out the carnival are being voluntarily subscribed by the members
themselves. The following are the elected officers for this season: President, Mr E Camplin,
A M Inst N A; Vice-President, Mr W Runton; Commodore, Mr J Bartlett; Rear-Commodore,
Mr J Standaloft; Committee, Mssrs H L Brooks, H Cranidge, S A Cranley, E L Cleary, A
Durham, W Eggett, W Gillibrand, R P Lancaster, Sales, J Spink, and R B Wilson; Hon
Secretary, Mr M Andrews; Hon Assistant Secretary, Mr T E Moore; Hon Treasurer, Mr J
Poppleton.
21st May 1921
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A LETTER FROM AUSTRALIA
Our member Mr Arthur Credland, who is in charge of the Town Docks Museum in Hull,
passed to us the following letter. We would be pleased to hear from anyone who can help
the writer.
99 South West
High Way
MUNDIJONG
Western Australia
3rd January 1988
Dear Mr Credland,
I am researching into my family’s forebears who were Keelmen/Watermen. I am hoping you
may be able to help me. The name of the family is TODD. They arrived in Thorne, South
Yorkshire in the mid-1800’s. They originally came from south of the Humber, i.e. Barton-onHumber, Winteringham, Lincoln area. My grandfather was born in Keadby in 1858. My great
grandfather, Edward Todd, was born in 1822 in Wrawby-by-Brigg. My grandfather’s name
was William Palmer Todd. Before the Todd’s came to Thorne, I believe they operated out of
Hull. The reason I say that is that in my great grandfather, Edward Todd’s will he mentions
the Hull Savings Bank. My grandfather’s last barge was named KATHLEEN built by
Dunstan’s of Thorne. I would be very grateful for any information which I would gladly pay
for.
Yours sincerely
Sydney Todd

MY EARLY LIFE ON A HUMBER KEEL (part three)
In this issue we print a further section of memoirs of Mr Jim Wilson of Stainforth. Here he
describes his father’s keel, the ENERGY:
A keel is divided into three parts, cabin, forecastle and hold. The cabin at the after end is
entered from the hatchway by a vertical wooden ladder. You had about six feet of
headroom, apart from the middle of the cabin where a hefty wooden beam went right
across to carry the cabin deck, but I was not tall enough to walk into it. The cabin floor was
not right at the bottom of the keel; due to the shape of the timbered frame, it left quite a
space underneath the floorboards. The seacock was under, and when engines were fitted
the propeller shaft went under the cabin floor. Floorboards were not fastened down all
over: there was enough room for you to clean the bottom and check the pack and stern
tube gland, and grease any main bearings.
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The cabins were very small, but well fitted out. On the after bulkhead looking for’ard was
an open fireplace. In the cabin above the fireplace was a mahogany chimney piece. This
was in the centre of the cabin. The chimney piece had two brass stanchions on, one at each
end: through these stanchions passed a hollow brass tube fitted with a brass acorn. Also at
each end of the chimney piece was a half-round mahogany pillar, these pillars went up from
the chimney piece to underneath the cabin deck. Their purpose, like the brass rod, was to
stop things rolling off. On the centre of the chimney piece was a good clock. Each side of
the clock was a pot dog ornament; this was on ENERGY. A box of matches was always kept
on as well. Above this shelf and between the two pillars, was a pitch pine varnished
panelled door. On this door always hung a large calendar which had the tide times on and
the phases of the moon.
At the starboard side of the fireplace was a long narrow panelled cupboard going from
underneath the deck and coming down to about 18 inches above the cabin floor; this was
called the drying cupboard, and it was used for drying and airing clothes. Also down this
cupboard went the aft pump tube: it went from just above the cabin deck nearly down to
the keel’s bottom. Under the drying cupboard was another small cupboard with a panelled
door. All pitch pine doors were varnished. This was the stick locker; firewood was kept dry
here for making the fires. Next on the starboard side was the bed place. It took up the full
length of the starboard side. It was raised about three feet above the cabin floor and was
about six feet six inches long. At the side of the bed place and fixed to the hull was a long
narrow shelf with rails round to stop things rolling off. On this shelf were kept boots and
shoes, nearly always in boxes, and neatly packed umbrellas and any other suitable things
that you could pack on. Underneath the bed place were three big varnished drawers. These
were for clothes. Raised above the foot end of the bed was another cupboard, and the door
to it was on the top locker. In this cupboard were kept blankets, sheets, and mum’s sewing
machine. She used to make shirts for my dad and myself, and she lined the shirts on the
chest and halfway down the back with flannelette and made some of her clothes. We called
this the sewing cupboard.
Now we look right aft with our back to the fireplace, from the bottom of the sewing
cupboard door was a mahogany shelf which we called the top locker. It ran right round to
the port side in a bow shape. Above this locker after the sewing cupboard, came a pair of
double panelled doors. This was for general use having shelves; it contained hair brushes,
clothes brushes, pens, ink, scissors, pin cushion, button box, daily paper when we could get
them. The bible was there (sometimes read) and always a gansey and stockings which
mum would have on needles. Dad’s stockings were knitted in thick gansey wool and went
above the knees. After this came a carved mahogany half pillar which went up from the top
locker to underneath the cabin deck; then came the buffet. This was a pair of mahogany
doors with glass panels; they were looking glass. They also had shelves: they contained
teacups, saucers, small plates, salt, pepper, vinegar and first aid box. My money box, which
I had from a very early age, was in the buffet. Under this cupboard was a mahogany
drawer, with a slightly bowed front, which came down to the top locker. It contained
knives, forks, spoons, and the old-fashioned wooden bottle opener which opened soft
drinks bottles that used to be sealed with a glass marble. It was a bit of wood about two
inches in diameter and one and a half inches high bored out internally to about a quarter of
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an inch from the top and leaving a central plunger about three eighths diameter. The thing
fitted over the bottle neck, the central piece went down the neck, then you tapped the
opener on the top and this sent the marble down and you could pour the contents.
After the buffet came another mahogany pillar which went up from the top locker to
underneath the cabin deck, then came another pair of varnished pitch pine panelled doors
going from the top locker to the cabin deck. This was called the baking cupboard; it also
had the large dinner plates, gravy bowl, colander, rolling pin, flour, and things for baking
and eating. Next came the bread cupboard; this was for bread, cakes, meat and a little
tinned food. This was chiefly for emergency: tinned food and frozen things were not very
acceptable to us at that time. They thought more about pork pies, deep ones about six or
seven inches across. Now going back again, still looking aft, to where the top locker started,
we drop down about two feet to the bottom locker. This was a big mahogany locker about
one foot six inches wide and one and a half inches thick. The main purpose of this locker
was seating accommodation: it had cushions on. Between the bottom locker and the top
locker were again fitted cupboards. The first cupboard with two panelled pitch pine doors,
and fitted with a shelf was my toy cupboard. After this in the middle of the locker and
underneath the buffet fitted a folding table. It was hinged just under the top locker and it
had two legs resting on the bottom locker. Behind the table was another cupboard with two
doors. After the table and between the top and bottom locker came the last cupboard on
that level; this contained boot brushes, black lead brushes, soap, polish, and things of that
nature. Underneath the bottom locker and reaching down to the cabin floor were two
central doors, opening to a large area for pans, flat irons and anything of that type.
Now round to the port side. Here again was a very large cupboard area coming down from
under the cabin deck and reaching down to the bottom locker and divided by a horizontal
shelf in the middle. We called this the spare cabin. The lower part was long enough to sleep
in, because just as the proper bed place extended under the sewing cupboard, the bottom
half of this extended under the bread cupboard. On the top half of the shelf we kept
suitcases, fresh water jug, clean bowl for water for washing oneself, buckets, and foghorn.
If the bottom part was not filled with a mattress we could always find something to put in.
This spare cabin had two large pitch pine doors. Underneath the bottom locker, was a door
that opened to yet another cupboard and it came right up to the after bulkhead. This was
called the coal locker, and it was used for mending the cabin fire. We are now right round
the cabin to the steps from where we entered, apart from mentioning the hold door, where
we could get from the cabin into the hold when light. Sometimes when it was raining very
hard, we would take candles in and look under the decks, and on the shuts to see if any
water was getting in and where, because you cannot have water running on some cargoes.
I think that is all about the cabin, apart from telling you that in the deck above the table
was a fairly big deck light or porthole. There was also one above the bed place. Underneath
the deck was a long brass tube supported by two brass stanchions, on at each end. This
tube also had a brass acorn fitted at each end like the one on the chimney piece. The
purpose of this rod was to carry a brass paraffin lamp that was able to swing with any
movement of the keel. I think the only other thing I have to tell you about the cabin is that
a few hooks were distributed round about to hang clothes on.
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Now onto the cabin deck, which was kept as clear as possible of unwanted tackle. One of
the permanent things was the tiller. We had two tillers. The tiller for tidal waters had a
restricted swing. It worked between the taffle timbers. This made it so that the end of it did
not swing much over the rail. Thus not so likely to knock one overboard if a wave suddenly
hit the rudder. This tiller was made of oak, and kept on the hatches when not in use. The
other tiller was made of iron, and fitted so that it swung over the rails to full hard over, and
you could take a lot of quick swings if the vessel’s head was not answering. The other main
things on the after deck were a 50 gallon fresh water cask, oak grained with hoops painted
black, and a peggy tub. This was a barrel that had the top cut off. It was also grained like
the cask. This was for washing clothes, using peggy legs, a bit tiring after about three
waters, but it just had to be done.
The other main things around the cabin deck were the mainsail and topsail rollers, for
hoisting the sails, and the main sheet rollers, one on each deck side for manoeuvring the
sails, and for warping. Then there were the leeboard rollers; they were fitted vertically from
the following piece to under the after rail. These were for lowering and lifting the leeboards,
one at each side. I think the only other things around the after deck were the cabin hatch
way which was varnished oak, and the keel’s aft pump. Now on the after hatches, and just
for of the winch post was coiled the tow rope, and the aft harbour mooring ropes for dock
and canal use, always coiled. If they are just thrown any way they can get fouled when
slacking off, and you find you are short of rope, or you could get pulled overboard.
I think we will now go for’ard. Now there was a little less room here because of the amount
of gear. There was the windlass for heaving up the anchor and for warping: this went
nearly all the way across the deck, just leaving enough room to stand at each side for you
to work. Also on each side was stowed an anchor, one patent type, and one fluked type.
Just aft of the windlass was the forecastle hatch which fitted just like a box lid; you could
lift it up and it would slide under the windlass out of the way. Just aft again of the
forecastle hatch was the tack roller assembly. These rollers were used for manoeuvring the
sail from for’ard. At each side of the tack rollers was a hawsepipe for the anchor chains. At
each side of the tack rollers was a winch post which fitted on the headledge, which had a
roller going across. This was used for heaving up the mast, for warping, and for heaving
out cargo when using your own derrick. Also, on the opposite side of the deck to the one
aft, was another pump for pumping water out of the keel when necessary.
On the for’ard hatches would be found the harbour and dock mooring ropes. Packed in the
tack rollers was always to be found a number of ‘handlins’ (crank handles) used for
heaving. Some were also found aft: you should not have to run from aft to for’ard when
you want essential gear. Also at each side of the windlass was a fender. One was nearly
always found in the peggy tub aft. A second fender would also be found on the opposite
side of the deck aft, probably on the hatches leaning on the sheet roller. Fenders are really
a ball of rope about 18 inches diameter. Some are filled with cork, and they have about
eight feet of one inch diameter rope fastened on to them. If the keel is dropping hard on to
the quay or another vessel, you drop the fender in between at the place of contact. You
must also watch when the bump takes place, that you are not knocked down. Another
essential thing was to be found somewhere around the windlass, or it could be found aft,
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was a bucket. This was a bucket on a length of rope, needed every day on a wooden keel
in summer. You have to wash down before sunrise to keep the wood damp then it will not
dry or split so much. When the sun was on the wood all day we hung covers round the side
when light for protection.
The forecastle was entered by a vertical steel ladder, in the cast of ENERGY. Behind the
ladder was a fireplace with oven for cooking. At each side of the fireplace was a chain
locker for the anchor chains. These lockers went all the height of the forecastle from floor
to underneath the deck. They took many fathoms of chain. Now with our backs to the
fireplace we will work our way round. To the port side was a large cupboard taking up all
that side lengthways. In here we kept some spare hatch covers and the cogboat sail, which
we sometimes used on the keel when we were coming down light from Sheffield when we
had no proper sail on board. Also in here were the horse line, man line, mum’s clothes line
and a few spare ropes. Hanging behind the door would be a few rope yarns. Now under
this cupboard was a stick locker. It was about 18 inches high from the floor and in here we
kept firewood, hatchet, sledge hammer, pitch kettle and ladle, a box with caulking tools,
and a box with the joiner’s tools and a bag of sawdust, plus anything else you could get in.
You will wonder what a bag of sawdust was for: this was if you got a small leak in the hull.
Then you would throw the sawdust in where you thought the leak was and it would be
drawn in and most likely stop it. Such a leak we called a weep.
Now we will go right across the forecastle to the opposite side. Here was another cupboard
taking up all the starboard side from under deck to floor. You could walk into it right up to
the keel side, but at each side of you was a number of shelves, some going end to end fore
to aft, others port to starboard. In here we kept ice plates. These were big heavy steel
plates which folded in the middle so you could handle them better. These plates were about
18 inches deep, and they extended round from the stem on each side, to round the bow.
They were to stop thin ice cutting the planks, when they were dropped about half their
width into the water. Again packed into this place, were navigation lights, riding ball, five
gallon drums of paraffin, handspikes, mum’s wringer, one or two new shovels, and anything
else you could pack in. Now with your back to the fireplace, we see a locker going round
from the stick cupboard to the other side. It was used for seats, but it had a hinged top
that lifted up in two separate sections. In this locker were kept batten wedges, a lashing or
two, and coal. Above this locker were two fairly large cupboards with double doors and a
number of shelves. They went from the locker to under the deck, in these places would
always be some paint, which was bought in powder at that time and you mixed it to suit
yourself. There would be a blow lamp, paint scrapers, and graining combs. Buckets with tar
and creosote would be somewhere about. There would be fid, marling spike palm and
needles, for sail mending, copper nails, brass screws, ball of whipping twine and one or two
fishing lines. All doors in the forecastle were pitch pine, panelled and varnished. Also inside
the locker would be some rope and chain slings and a dog leg (a small one-fluke anchor).
Now to the hold. A keel’s hold with the hatches off looks like a big rectangular box, but
there is a lot more to it than that. Running all the way from stem to stern, is the Kelsey:
this is an iron girder or a long length of cast iron about a foot high fitting over the outer
keel to give strength and form the backbone. On each side of the Kelsey on the shuts, that
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is the floor of the hold, are to be found planks that take out. You can see part of the keel’s
frame and the bottom. Air can also get in and circulate round the lower timbers. Likewise
about five feet up from the shuts on each side of the hold are some more boards that take
out, giving a view of the timbers and outside planking: these are called air hole boards. On
a wooden keel the main problem is dry rot. When you think of the two inches outside
planking of oak, eight inches square timber frame, and oak planking on the inside you will
see that a lot of air is needed. I am told that if you can keep dry rot out for ten years, the
keel will last a very long time.
The hold is also strengthened by two heavy beams which go across the hold and are
fastened under the deck. This divides the hold into after hold, middle hold and fore hold.
This has advantages it you want to keep cargo separate, but disadvantages if you are
loading long deals, or long lengths of iron or steel. It is a bit difficult getting it under the
beams when the crane is lowering it down in bundles; it is so heavy to pull about. Above
these beams I have just mentioned are two loose beams which go from coaming to
coaming, one just fore of the lutchet in which the mast is stepped, and the other about
twelve feet further aft. Now from the lutchet cross beam to the after loose beam extend
two other loose beams lengthways, one on each side of the lutchet. This forms the mast
way for lowering the mast and also supports the half hatches which I will mention later.
Also right aft in the hold and close up to the headledge was another staging. This was two
deals about twelve to fourteen inches wide and two and a half inches thick going from
coaming to coaming to form a shelf, and a third deal fitting on its edge and leaning a little
forward went across: this was to stop things falling off. On this staging was found pump
gear, ladder, shovels, hold brush, and anything else that was a bit bulky that could be
suitably stowed there.
Now back to the hatches. After and fore hatches were full hatches. This means going across
from coaming to coaming in a big bow shape in one span. The high part of the bow was in
the centre, for strength and to run water off I suppose. The first hatch aft and last hatch
for’ard were a little bit different. Right at the bottom of the hatch at each side near the
sheet roller was a trap hatch. This was a little mini hatch about two feet square: it slotted
into the main hatch. Its main purpose was to get to the staging and the hold without taking
all the main hatch covers off. All you had to do was to slack two after lashings and lift the
corners of the two covers, and you could get in. The for’ard hatch was fitted the same way,
but its main purpose was to enter the hold when light by means of a ladder. The hatches
also let in daylight, if you were working in the hold. When the keel was not loading or
discharging, the hatches were nearly always covered with two lots of covers and lashed
down every few feet to stop wind getting under, so you can see the usefulness of the trap
hatch.
Now a bit about the half hatches over the middle hold. These went nearly half way across
from each coaming. They left a gap of about one foot six inches for the mast to lower into.
When the mast was up the mastway board fitted into the gap and then two covers went
over it. Things kept on the hatches were boat hooks and stowers, plank for getting ashore if
the keel could not get close to the bank, topsail yard and derrick pole. The mainsail was
generally resting on the hatches. It was made up and fastened round the yard, then covers
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were put over the yard and sail and the ends of the covers hanging below the sail were tied
together by small ropes, but not by granny knots or you would hear from father the next
time he had to undo them. The sail was then lowered on to the hatches, but always kept
fastened to the mainsail roller, because when you wanted the hatches up you just heaved
the sail a little way up the mast out of the way. The sounding pole always hung on ropes
from the batten irons. Dad always liked things tidy and handy.

WORKING A KEEL ON CONTINENTAL WATERWAYS
Dunstan’s of Thorne built DANUM for Thomas Hanley & Sons in 1932. Two broken cleats
and a rusty bowline pin are all that remain of her sailing days. A single-cylinder Widdup was
installed at the end of the War and she became part of B I Transport’s grain-carrying fleet
when Hanley’s were incorporated in September 1945. A Gardiner 5LW and a David Brown
marine gearbox were installed by Jack Abbey in 1948.
DANUM continued to run grain from Hull to the mills at Rotherham and Doncaster, via
Keadby or Goole, until 1976 when she was transferred to RHM Flour Mills Ltd. With the
decline of the water-borne grain trade, she languished in Hull for two years working as a
tug to move dumb barges about the docks.
In 1978, my family and I made the fatal mistake of reading John Liley’s classic, France the
Quiet Way. We began to look first for a short boat and, when we couldn’t find one, then a
keel to convert and take into the continental waterways as John had done with ARTHUR.
We bought DANUM from Rank’s and then spent five years at Keadby, commuting every
other weekend from Birmingham. Slowly, her hold was converted into living accommodation
and her engine and controls overhauled for a sea-passage with the skilful help of Richard
and George Trevithick of Keadby Marine Engineers.
We took care not to alter DANUM’s appearance so she still has her original carlings, her
battens, wedges and covers in the same green and red livery as she had when we bought
her. The only indulgence was to rebuild her wheelhouse in good quality mahogany! She is
still occasionally mistaken for a half-loaded working boat, perhaps Dutch, in Europe.
We made the eventful voyage in John Liley’s wake from Boston, down the coast, and across
the Channel to Calais in July 1983. Danum took 47 hours to make the crossing with
enforced stops at Harwich and Ramsgate because of threatening weather conditions: winds
over Force 4 at Harwich and fog in the Channel. Thus one balmy summer’s night DANUM
and her crew wearily entered the European network and everything changed.
In England DANUM had been the queen of the waterways. Her big engine and 32” x 23”
bronze propeller had made her reputedly the fastest of the grain-carrying barges. In locks,
her button bowfender nestled snugly against the top-gates. Her timber heads came to rest
at just the right place opposite bollards on the locks and quays. Pleasure boats leapt out of
her way on sight. In France and Belgium she was a minnow amongst salmon. Swift barges
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of up to 3,000 tons dwarfed her puny 100 tons on the Grand Gabarit, running from
Dunkerque to Valenciennes. The smallest working barge in France is 38m in contrast to
DANUM’s 20m. Even loaded péniche could easily exceed her stately 10 kph.
We now count ourselves lucky when we do find bollards 20m apart on quays and so we
have had to learn how to moor DANUM to a single bollard with lines running fore and aft
and tightened on the anchor winch or by motor. We run an extra line at right angles from a
point amidships to the bollard to prevent her surging outwards in the heavy wash. In the
cavernous locks (to date the deepest we’ve met is over 70’), DANUM has to hang
precariously on one bollard, pinned in by the motor with the rudder hard over; we are
grateful when there are floating bollards otherwise we have to shift our ropes from bollard
to bollard up and down the walls like Spiderman.
At home, one crew member could attend the boat in locks and even find time for a few
moments’ gossip with the lengthman or a lock-keeper. Only now are we finding sufficient
confidence in the smaller, shallower locks to relax with only two crewmen, one on the bow
rope and one on the engine. It is impossible for one person to handle a motorised keel on
his own as we could do in England.
We can but admire the effectiveness of even the oldest péniches. They have balanced
rudders and propellers set in tunnels to reduce the paddle-wheel effect or to get maximum
thrust when running empty. None have mechanical gearboxes as we do. Many have powerassisted steering and some, remote control. The living accommodation on a keel is
laughable in comparison with the smart ‘bungalows’ tagged onto the after end of péniches.
They have bedrooms, kitchens, bathrooms, fridges, TV of course, playpens on deck for the
children, VHF radios, hydraulic lifts for the family car – the list of aids to civilised living is
endless.
This is not to say DANUM is without advantages. We can turn her round almost when and
where we want. She may only do 10kph to a péniche’s 25, but her average fuel
consumption of under 5 litres an hour is a source of envy. A péniche does anything from 25
litres an hour upwards. An unloaded péniche slithers sideways in the slightest cross-wind.
DANUM with her 30 tons of ballast (broken paving slabs neatly laid under her floors) holds
steadily to her course.
We have learned much about boat-handling. English pleasure boats seem to have left the
eye of a mooring rope on board and tied the other end around whatever was available.
French barges always drop the loop around a bollard and make fast inboard. If there are
mooring rings, then the loop goes through and is held by a wooden batten as a ‘T’ bar. An
eye of the rope is shackled back to itself round a tree. Inboard, three turns are taken round
a bollard and the rope made fast with a tuck round a cleat. We refused to believe it at first
– but it holds! DANUM is moored safely for months with such an arrangement.
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VHF has transformed the lives of French bateliers. No longer do they have to paint
messages on the lock gates or walls in thin white lettering. They can pass messages of love,
scandal, the deplorable state of trade, whether locks are set for them up and down the cut
and along the network. They chatter endlessly, rapidly, happily and incomprehensibly. We
have disconnected our VHF completely since once we were listening and to our horror were
called up in French. It is hard enough speaking French on the telephone, but our nerve
failed us completely when faced with radio.
We did follow the standard practice and fitted a public address system so that the
steersman can speak to the crewman on the bows and call for help to those below. We
don’t often need it, but just occasionally a heated one-way only exchange occurs with the
French looking tactfully but incomprehensively the other way.
We have erected a metre square ‘blue board’ next to DANUM’s wheelhouse. This collapsible
device is the signal which permits a vessel to pass starboard to starboard rather than port
to port when cheating the current, coming into moor on the wrong side or dodging traffic
on a big river. The system works more effectively than horn signals which the French use
about as punctiliously as do the English. Since ours is an outdated, but genuinely French
framework, we feel most professional when operating the signal.
We have copied a French boarding ladder, essential on DANUM who, perpetually half laden,
towers four or five feet above the side of a full lock or a low quay. We find it invaluable as a
jumping off point when coming into moor in shallow waters near a bank.
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We have never solved the problem of fenders. We entered continental waterways festooned
in rubber tyres which then proceeded to throw us off course or bring us to a sudden halt
when they caught in locks. We were amazed to find that loaded péniches use no fenders at
all. Bateliers rely on their watermanship to avoid even the slightest bump or scrape.
Unladen, they condescend to hang a single mini-tyre at the bows and perhaps a wooden
batten at the stern. Since our tyres never were in the right place at the right time, we have
gradually discarded them. We now rely on long ‘U’ shaped pieces of sisal rope shackled to
stanchions or timber-head brackets to reduce scrape. Nevertheless, we cannot compete
with a batelier’s ability not to touch the sides of locks. Working péniches built in the 1900’s
still have their rivets in pristine condition and their rubbing strips unmarked.
We have Stanley cutters permanently hanging in an accessible point just in case DANUM
gets hung up in a lock going downhill – but we make fools of ourselves less and less, and
as far as a ‘continental keel’ ever can, we fade unobtrusively into the background. If
DANUM and her crew will never be wholly accepted by the working-boat community, at
least she is tolerated and an object of respectful curiosity among bateliers when they
understand she is un bateau des estuaires et elle a traverse la Manche.
ROBERT COWLEY
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Proposed Sailing Programme
for ‘COMRADE’ and ‘AMY HOWSON’ in Summer 1988
Date

H W at
Hull

Sat Apr 30th

0619

Sun May 1st

0650

Sat May 14th

COMRADE

Date

AMY
HOWSON

H W at
Hull

COMRADE

AMY
HOWSON

X

X

N/A

Sat Jul 2th

0847

N/A

Sun Jul 3th

0929

X

0557

N/A

Sat Jul 16th

0838

N/A

Sun May 15th

0636

N/A

Sun Jul 17th

0909

Sat May 28th

0455

X

Sat Jul 30th

0748

Sun May 29th

0537

X

Sun Jul 31th

0828

Sat Jun 4th

0939

X

N/A

Sat Aug 13th

0746

N/A

Sun Jun 5th

1024

N/A

Sun Aug 14th

0814

N/A

Sat Jun 11th

0438

N/A

Sat Aug 27th

0644

N/A

Sun Jun 12th

0530

N/A

Sun Aug 28th

0725

N/A

Sat Jun 18th

0930

N/A

Sat Sep 10th

0649

X

X

Sun Jun 19th

1004

N/A

Sun Sep 11th

0719

X

X

Sat Sep 24th

0535

Sun Sep 25th

0619

Notes: (1)

X

X

N/A

X

All times are British Summer Time.

(2)

Sailing trips for both vessels normally leave from Ferriby Sluice.

(3)

Members wishing to make bookings of places must confirm them with D
Robinson (tel. 0652-635288) for AMY HOWSON and J Thompson ( tel. 0482441277) for COMRADE.

(4)

All sailings are subject to weather and tide permitting. The Society reserves
the right to cancel any sailing on the advice of the Sailing Masters.
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